March on Washington Primary Documents

Using the documents answer the following questions:

The “Final Plans for the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom”

1. Do you recognize any names of the people who are sponsoring the March? Who? What kinds of organizations are sponsoring the march?

2. Summarize “Why We March” in 7 sentences.

3. Is the “What We Demand” list in the planning manual different from the “What We Demand” list in the program? If it is, how is it different?

4. How will their demands be presented to congress?

5. Who will march?

6. List the immediate 6 tasks
7. How do the organizers suggest marchers come to Washington?

8. What do the organizers suggest marchers bring to eat?

9. Who are the marshals and what is their job at the march?

The program for “March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom”

1. What is the overall message of the Statement in the program for “March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom”?

2. How many religious organizations were involved in the March? Which ones?

3. Do you notice anything missing from the program that you might find in a program for an event in 2013?